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May 1 ,2012

Ms. Shashi Bhatia
Chairperson
Indo-Canadian Cultural Association of Durham lnc.
clo 1894 Bainbridge Drive
Picker ing,  ON L1V 6G6

Because of you, the last 6 months have been amazing for Rouge Valley Ajax and Pickering
hospital, our patients, our physicians and medical staff plus the whole of the west Durham
community. Thanks to your support of the lmage is Everything campaign we surpassed our
goal and raised over S5.3 mil l ionl And on August 29th,the state-of-the-art MRI arrived at our
hospi ta l .

The MRI's long journey had started in Germany where its construction began last spring and
ended with a parade through Pickering and Ajax, propelled along the streets by well-wishers
before being welcomed at the hospital with excited cheers from donors, volunteers, staff and
community members.

After seeing our f irst patient on September 26'h, our diagnostic imaging team has already
performed over 2,200 MRI scans - including breast biopsies, a brand new procedure at Rouge
Valley thank to the MRI - and is expecting to have seen 3,495 patients by the end of October
2012.

We couldn't say i t  better than Dr. Mark Priedit is, a radiologist at Rouge Valley Health System
and a member of the lmage is Everything campaign:

"l  am proud to have been part of this project. The enthusiasm that everyone has
shown - from the hospital staff and physicians to the business leaders and community
at large - has highlighted to me that west Durham is passionate about i ts health care.
Both the diagnostic imaging team and I won't let you down."
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Dear\W,

Rouge Valley Centenary
zdbl  L l lesmere Koad
Toronto, Ontario MIE 489
Tel:  (a l6)  281-7342
Fax: (41 6) 281-7443

Rouge Valley Ajax and Pickering
580 Haruuood Avenue South
Ajax, Ontario L1S 2J4
Tel: (905) 683-2320, ext.l50l
Fax: (905) 428-5233



Your friends and families deserve shorter wait t imes; they deserve having all their care at their
own familiar hospital; they deserve the most up-to-date medical technology to be at their
physicians' f ingertips. And the new MRI wil l help us do just that.

Thank you for putting yourselves in the picture and bringing an MRI to Rouge Valley Ajax and
Pickering hospital.

Dr. Raymond Goh
Chief of Radiology
Rouge Valley Health System

PS We are excited to enclose a copy of the /MAGE Magazine which celebrates on every page,
in every picture and word, the marvelous donors - like you - who supported the lmage is
Everything campaign. Plus, there are some great stories about how the MRI will make a
difference to Rouge Valley Ajax and Pickering hospital and our patients.

Yours truly,

Image is Everything


